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Intelligence and cognitive flexibility:
Fluid intelligence correlates with feature
“unbinding” across perception and action
Lorenza S. Colzato, Nelleke C. van Wouwe, Tristan J. Lavender,
and Bernhard Hommel
Leiden University, Leiden, The Netherlands
People integrate the features of perceived events and of action plans, as well as of episodic stimulus–
response relations, into event files. We investigated whether the management of event files, and particularly the speed of updating the binding between the task-relevant stimulus feature and the response,
correlates with fluid intelligence. Indeed, the performance of participants scoring high on Raven’s
Standard Progressive Matrices test was less impaired by a mismatch between the stimulus–response
relation in the current and the previous trial. This result suggests that high intelligence is accompanied by a higher degree of flexibility in handling event files—that is, by higher efficiency in updating
episodic representations.

One of the most discussed issues in cognitive psychology is what has become known as the binding problem
(Treisman, 1996)—that is, the question of how the human
(or primate) brain is able to properly integrate all information about a particular event. In perception, there must be
a mechanism that functionally links the features of an object to what Kahneman, Treisman, and Gibbs (1992) have
called an object file—that is, a temporary cognitive structure containing all the perceptual information about an
object, and perhaps even episodic and semantic information. Since comparable binding problems exist in action
planning (Stoet & Hommel, 1999) and in coordinating
perceptual codes and action plans (Hommel, 1998; Hommel, Müsseler, Aschersleben, & Prinz, 2001), it makes
sense to assume that perceiving and acting require the creation of all sorts of event files (Hommel, 1998, 2004). In
this article, we address the question of whether and how
the cognitive management of event files is correlated with
fluid intelligence, as measured by Spearman’s g. There are
three lines of reasoning that motivated us to consider a
link between intelligence and event file handling.
First, event files are temporary structures that must be
held and updated in working memory—a system whose
flexibility has been shown to correlate with fluid intelligence (Duncan et al., 2000). To see how intelligence may
relate to event files, let us consider the task from Hommel (1998), which we adopted for the present study (see
Figure 1). In this task, participants are cued to prepare a
left- or right-hand keypress (R1), which they carry out as
soon as a first stimulus (S1) appears. The identity of S1
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does not matter for the response, but it varies in shape,
location, and color. One second later a second stimulus
(S2) appears, signaling Response 2 (R2), a binary-choice
response to the shape of S2 (S2 color and location are entirely irrelevant to this version of the task). Performance
in such a task reveals interesting interactions between
repetition effects: Performance is impaired in partialrepetition trials—that is, if one of the stimulus features or
the response is repeated but another element is not (e.g.,
if shape repeats but location does not, or vice versa, or
shape repeats but the response does not, or vice versa).
These partial-repetition costs suggest that the stimulus
and response features of S1 and R1 are still bound when
S2 appears, so that repeating a given feature (in S2) will
retrieve all the event files the code of that feature has become a part of (Hommel, 1998, 2004). This creates conflict between the retrieved codes and those activated by
the current S2, thus delaying reaction times and increasing
error rates. These effects can be considered to represent
the costs incurred by updating (i.e., modifying the structure of ) an event file, and thus to be a measure of the
flexibility in managing one’s cognitive representations.
If so, and if we consider that working-memory-related
measures of flexibility are associated with fluid intelligence measures (Duncan et al., 2000), we would expect
that partial-repetition costs would be reduced in people
scoring high in fluid intelligence. Since updating would
only be necessary for the task-relevant feature relation
(here, between stimulus shape and response), we would
expect that the impact of intelligence is restricted to the
corresponding (i.e., shape–response) binding.
Second, Hommel, Kray, and Lindenberger (2006)
observed that children and older adults produce larger
partial-repetition costs than young adults. Performance
decrements in children are commonly attributed to the
slow maturation of the frontal lobe (Diamond, 1990), the
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Figure 1. Sequence of events in the present experiments (see Hommel, 1998). A response cue
signaled a left or right keypress (R1) that was to be delayed until presentation of the first stimulus
(S1), a red or green, vertical or horizontal line in the top or bottom box. The second stimulus (S2)
appeared 1 sec later, and was another red or green, vertical or horizontal line in the top or bottom
box. S2 shape signaled the second response (R2), also a speeded left or right keypress. R2 speed and
accuracy were analyzed as functions of the repetition versus alternation of stimulus shape, color,
location, and response.

functioning of which is essential for performance in working memory tasks (Gathercole, 1999) and intelligence
tests (Duncan et al., 2000). Likewise, decrements in old
age have been linked to the particularly fast degeneration
of the frontal lobe (Hasher & Zacks, 1988), suggesting
that increased partial-repetition costs may reflect frontallobe functioning. Along the lines of Duncan et al. (2000),
this implies that high intelligence may facilitate the management of event files and, thus, reduce partial-repetition
costs.
Third, it has been hypothesized that neural synchronization plays a key role in feature integration (Singer, 1994;
Treisman, 1996). That is, cell populations that represent
the features of a given object or action plan may synchronize their firing rates, so as to create a coherent neural
structure. In support of this idea, we (Colzato, Erasmus,
& Hommel, 2004; Colzato, Fagioli, Erasmus, & Hommel, 2005) recently demonstrated that partial-repetition
costs are systematically modulated by drugs that can be
expected to affect neural synchronization in the visual
cortex (Rodriguez, Kallenbach, Singer, & Munk, 2004).
In view of evidence that higher intelligence is associated
with stronger neural synchronization (Anokhin, Lutzenberger, & Birbaumer, 1999), one may thus speculate that
intelligence and the handling of event files are related.
To summarize, we investigated whether the level of
fluid intelligence (low, average, or high) would correlate
with our behavioral measure of event file management.
In particular, we hypothesized that partial-repetition costs
for the (most) task-relevant binding (shape with response)
would be reduced for participants scoring high in fluid
intelligence.
Method
Participants
Forty-eight volunteers took part, for pay, in the study. All reported
having normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were not familiar
with the purpose of the experiment.

Apparatus and Stimuli
The experiment was controlled by a Targa Pentium III computer,
attached to a Targa TM 1769-A 17-in. monitor. Participants faced
three gray square outlines, vertically arranged, as illustrated in Figure 1. From a viewing distance of about 60 cm, each of these frames
measured 2.6º 3 3.1º. A vertical line (0.1º 3 0.6º) and a horizontal
line (0.3º 3 0.1º) served as S1 and S2 alternatives, which were presented in red or green in the top or bottom frame. Response cues
were presented in the middle frame (see Figure 1), with rows of three
left- or right-pointing arrows indicating a left or right keypress, respectively. Responses to S1 and S2 were made by pressing the left
or right shift key of the computer keyboard with the corresponding
index finger.
Procedure and Design
Individual IQs were determined by means of a 30-min reasoningbased intelligence test (Raven’s Standard Progressive Matrices, or
SPM). The SPM is a measure of Spearman’s g factor and is taken
to implicate working memory capacity (Carpenter, Just, & Shell,
1990). It measures an individual’s ability to create perceptual relations and to reason by analogy, independent of language and formal
schooling. Our sample did not cover the IQ range below 80 and is
thus somewhat “positively biased.” We formed three groups corresponding to the different IQ levels: relatively low (15 participants,
80–99 IQ), average to high (17 participants, 100 –120 IQ), and very
high (16 participants, 121–140 IQ).
The actual experiment consisted of a 50-min session in which
participants completed a version of the task adopted from Hommel (1998; see Figure 1). Participants faced three gray, vertically
arranged boxes in the middle of the monitor and carried out two
responses per trial. R1 was a delayed simple reaction with the left or
right key, as indicated by a 100%-valid response cue (left- or rightpointing arrow in the middle box) that preceded the trigger stimulus
S1 by 3,000 msec. S1 varied randomly in shape (a thin vertical or
horizontal line), color (red or green), and location (top or bottom
box). R1 was to be carried out as soon as S1 appeared, independent
of its shape, color, or location; that is, participants were encouraged
to respond to the mere onset of S1. R2 was a binary-choice reaction
to the shape of S2 (vertical or horizontal orientation), a stimulus that
also appeared in red or green, and in the top or bottom box, and was
presented 1,000 msec after S1 onset. Each session was composed
of a factorial combination of the two possible shapes, colors, and
locations of S2 and the repetition versus alternation of shape, color,
location, and response, with three replications per condition.
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Table 1
Means of Mean Reaction Times for Responses to Stimulus 2 (RTs, in Milliseconds)
and Percentages of Error on Response 2 (PEs) as a Function of Intelligence
(Low vs. Average vs. High), Match Between Responses 1 and 2, and Feature
Match Between Stimulus 1 and Stimulus 2
Stimulus
Feature(s)
Repeated
None
S(hape)
C(olor)
L(ocation)
S1C
S1L
C1L
S1C1L

Low IQ
Response
Response
Repeated
Alternated
RT
PE
RT
PE
463 30.1 436 12.5
456 28.5 478 21.9
458 29.3 425 17.6
469 25.0 445 11.7
444 19.9 461 23.0
440 18.3 476 23.8
460 25.4 445 17.2
446 19.5 461 26.2

Average IQ
Response
Response
Repeated
Alternated
RT
PE
RT
PE
458 20.2 440
8.8
459 16.9 462 16.2
447 22.8 433 11.0
458 16.9 453
8.4
432 16.9 445 16.9
436 16.2 461 16.5
459 18.4 455 18.0
428
9.9 457 22.8

Results

p 5 .001], response and shape [F(1,47) 5 52.82, p 5 .001],
and response and location [F(1,47) 5 8.59, p 5 .005]: Repeating one but not the other feature slowed down responding. IQ level impacted only the task-relevant binding of
shape and response, thus producing a three-way interaction [F(1,47) 5 5.12, p 5 .010]. Figure 2 suggests that the
shape 3 response interaction was reliable for all three IQ
levels [F(1,14) 5 25.82, p 5 .001; F(1,16) 5 11.48, p 5
.004; and F(1,15) 5 5.94, p 5 .028, for low, average, and
high IQ, respectively]. However, the interaction was also
much reduced in the high-IQ group. In other words, high IQ
minimized partial-repetition costs, just as expected.

After excluding trials with missing (.1,500 msec) or
anticipatory (,200 msec) responses, mean reaction times
(RTs) and proportions of error for R2 were analyzed (see
Table 1 for means). ANOVAs were run with the repetition
versus alternation of response (R1→R2), stimulus shape,
color, and location (S1→S2) as within-participants factors
and with IQ level (high vs. average vs. low) as a betweenparticipants factor. Replicating earlier findings (Hommel,
1998; Hommel & Colzato, 2004), RTs revealed significant
interactions between shape and location [F(1,47) 5 16.55,
Low IQ (80–99)

High IQ
Response
Response
Repeated
Alternated
RT
PE
RT
PE
410 22.6 383
7.0
405 12.9 406
9.8
405 17.2 400 11.3
404 18.7 411 10.5
409 12.1 410 10.9
398
8.2 410 14.8
409 16.4 417 16.0
390
3.9 407 16.0

Average IQ (100–119)

High IQ (120–140)

Reaction Time (msec)
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500
450
400
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Shape alternated

Percentage Errors

300
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Repeated

Alternated

Repeated

Alternated

Response
Figure 2. Mean reaction times and percentages of error as functions of IQ level (low vs. average vs. high)
and the repetition versus alternation of response and stimulus shape. White dots on the left and black dots
on the right side of each graph refer to a stimulus constellation that requires “unbinding”; that is, the
stimulus shape or the response changes, while the other does not.
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The error rates followed the same pattern: Response
produced a main effect [F(1,47) 5 10.65, p 5 .001] and
interacted with shape [F(1,47) 5 46.47, p 5 .001], location [F(1,47) 5 26.05, p 5 .001], and color [F(1,47) 5
16.01, p 5 .001]. The interaction between shape and color
also reached significance [F(1,47) 5 5.31, p 5 .026]. All
four interactions were due to fewer errors in conditions in
which both features were repeated or both alternated, as
compared with conditions in which one feature but not the
other was repeated. IQ level interacted only with shape (a
task-relevant feature) [F(1,47) 5 4.82, p 5 .012], such that
repetition was an advantage only for the high-IQ group.
It is obvious from Figure 2 that the high-IQ group was
faster than the other two groups. One may thus be tempted
to consider that higher speed, not higher intelligence, was
the reason why the high-IQ group showed reduced partialrepetition costs. With regard to interindividual differences
in speed, this argument is true almost by definition and
therefore not particularly interesting: RT speed is known
to be a particularly reliable predictor of the level of fluid
intelligence, and most intelligence models include speed
as a component (see, e.g., Deary, 2000; Jensen, 1993;
Vernon, 1987), which is reflected in the fact that many
IQ tests test aspects of mental and/or sensorimotor speed.
Indeed, in the present study, the individual size of partialoverlap costs associated with shape–response binding
(mean RT for the two partial-overlap conditions minus
mean RT for complete shape–response repetition and alternation) correlated highly with both IQ (as measured by
the Raven score; r 2 5 2.43, p 5 .002) and RT level (as
measured by the mean RT for R1; r 2 5 .49, p , .001),
and IQ correlated with speed (r 2 5 2.47, p 5 .001). A regression analysis with the shape–response partial-overlap
costs as the dependent variable and individual IQ and response speed as predictors revealed that entering speed
after IQ increased the explained variance significantly,
from 16.7% to 25.4% [R 2change 5 .10, F(1,45) 5 6.34, p ,
.01], but entering IQ after speed had only a marginal effect
[from 23.4% to 28.5%; R 2change 5 .05, F(1,45) 5 3.25, p ,

Low IQ

.08]. These observations support the assumption of a close
(but not perfect) relationship between fluid IQ and RT.
More problematic for our argument would be a role
of intraindividual differences in speed. If partial-overlap
costs are tied to a particular (slow) RT range, the more
intelligent participants might show less of a cost simply
because their performance does not fall into this range as
often as the performance of less intelligent participants
does. If what truly counts is speed, independent of the IQ
level of the given participant, this would speak against
a direct connection between feature unbinding and intelligence. Fortunately, there are reasons to rule out this
possibility. First, there is evidence that as such, a faster
RT level does not necessarily reduce overlap costs. Recent drug studies have shown that caffeine consumption
speeds up RTs and yet produces larger partial-overlap
costs than in a control condition (Colzato et al., 2005),
whereas alcohol consumption slows down performance
and produces smaller costs (Colzato et al., 2004). Second,
detailed analyses of the present data revealed that high-IQ
participants showed smaller costs even in trials in which
they were as slow as low-IQ participants. To test this finding, we Vincentized1 the RT data for each condition and
participant (Ratcliff, 1979) so as to provide us with two
RT means per condition: one for the fast and one for the
slow half of the individual RT distribution. Even though
the crucial three-way interaction of shape, response, and
IQ was not reliably modified by relative response speed
( p . .3), separate analyses showed that the shape 3 response interaction was modified by response speed in
the low-IQ group [F(1,14) 5 10.27, p 5 .006], but not
in the average-IQ [F(1,16) 5 2.42, p 5 .14] or the highIQ [F(1,15) , 1] group. As is shown in Figure 3, slower
responses were associated with larger overlap costs in the
low-IQ group, whereas the costs were fairly independent
of RT level in the other two groups. Thus, it is true that
particularly fast responses may make it difficult to diagnose the presence of partial-overlap costs: Responses may
simply be selected and carried out so quickly that they
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High IQ

Reaction Time (msec)

550
500

Shape repeated (fast)
Shape alternated (fast)
Shape repeated (slow)
Shape alternated (slow)

450
400
350
Repeated

Alternated Repeated

Alternated Repeated

Alternated

Response
Figure 3. Mean reaction times as a function of level of IQ (low vs. average vs. high), level of
relative response speed, and the repetition versus alternation of response and stimulus shape.
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are unaffected by the not-yet-completely-retrieved event
file from the previous episode. Slower responses are more
likely to provide a full picture—that is, to indicate the true
size of partial-overlap costs. Yet, the size of these costs
does not necessarily increase with the RT level, which is
particularly obvious with the high-IQ group.
Conclusions
We observed that people high in fluid intelligence suffer less from the mismatch between successive pairings of
a task-relevant stimulus feature and the response. In our
study, shape was the only task-relevant feature, not color
or location; because of the spatial responses used in our
experiment, however, the latter two factors were indirectly
related to the task. Given that the frontal lobe is implicated
in updating relevant, but not irrelevant, information and
that frontal-lobe functions are associated with intelligence,
it is not surprising that fluid intelligence qualified the effect only of the directly task-related feature. Although it is
clear that more research on this issue is necessary, we take
our findings to be consistent with the hypothesis that fluid
intelligence may facilitate feature “unbinding.”
Our results suggest that high fluid intelligence is not
only associated with greater mental and/or sensorimotor
speed, but is also correlated with greater flexibility and efficiency in managing and updating event files—that is, in
cognitive structures that interlink the codes of features belonging to the same event. Our observation fits well with
the idea that high intelligence is accompanied by (or is due
to) a high degree of control over the contents of working
memory (Duncan et al., 2000). These contents may consist of adaptive, context-sensitive pointers (presumably in
prefrontal cortex; Duncan, 2001; Miller & Cohen, 2001)
to object- and action-related feature codes in temporal and
premotor cortex or elsewhere (Hommel, 2004).
It is interesting to note that intelligence was associated with stimulus–response unbinding but not with the
unbinding of stimulus features. This result may have to
do with the fact that only one stimulus feature was task
relevant. Perhaps, if more than one stimulus feature were
task relevant, IQ would modify the unbinding of those features as well. Another possibility is that the impact of intelligence is restricted, in principle, to stimulus–response
links. In the already-mentioned drug studies, we found
evidence that muscarinic–cholinergic agonists and antagonists have an impact on bindings involving visual
features, but not on stimulus–response bindings. This
finding suggests that object integration and object–action
coupling are driven by different neurotransmitter systems,
which would fit with the observation that partial-overlap
costs associated with the (un)binding of visual features
correlate with each other, but not with costs associated
with stimulus–response (un)binding (Colzato, Warrens, &
Hommel, 2006). One may thus speculate that fluid intelligence and stimulus–response integration processes are related to the same neurotransmitter system, with dopamine
being an obvious candidate (see, e.g., Previc, 1999).

In conclusion, our findings are consistent with the ideas
that the efficiency with which people are able to manipulate and update the contents of working memory represents a fundamental aspect of human fluid intelligence
(Duncan et al., 2000) and that this aspect is reflected in
the ease with which they can undo previously formed episodic bindings of relevant stimulus and response features.
To be sure, given the correlative nature of our study, our
results should only be taken as a first, preliminary step
to understanding the causal connection between feature
integration and intelligence.
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